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WeWork Update

 SoftBank has invested an additional $3B in WeWork

 Brings total SoftBank investment to date to $7.5B

 Values WeWork at $42B, making it the 4th most valuable startup in the world 
(behind Ant Financial, Uber, and Didi Chuxing). WeWork now ahead of Airbnb, 
valued at $31B.             

 At $42B, WeWork has a valuation more than twice the market cap of the largest 
listed U.S. office REIT, Boston Properties ($19B).



Opportunity Zones Update

 Anthony Scaramucci to launch multibillion opportunity zone fund

 Scaramucci’s Skybridge capital to kick off the fund by the end of the year

 The fund will be structured as a REIT, and will require a six-year commitment from 
investors

 Fund will invest in a spectrum of real estate projects starting at $10M

 Costar now tracking 115 funds seeking to raise 
$18B

 Funds range from $1M to $3B, with $280M 
average

 2/3 target specific regions, remaining 19 are open

 Most common investment focus is MF, followed by commercial and mixed use.



Blockchain CRE Investment
 More companies now using blockchain for CRE investment

 Effectively tokenization of real estate: dividing a property into shares that are 
represented by virtual tokens for the value of that share of the property

 Benefit: minimum investment to get into a property drops drastically by allowing 
fractional ownership

 Benefit: Instantaneous sale and trading of ownership shares could take place 
without having to wait on the sale of the property

 Similar to Cadre’s recent crowdfunding model improvements: ability to allocate 
funds across different assets, and trade shares prior to sale of property

 Already happening: Andreessen Horowitz-backed company Convexity Properties 
announced a tokenized REIT offering in an off-campus student housing high-rise 
near University of South Carolina. Offering represents $20M of private equity, and 
is divided into 955 tokens of $21K each.



Fed to Ease Bank Stress Testing
 Federal Reserve plans to broaden its proposal to ease stress tests for the nation’s largest 
banks

 Changes could reduce the chance they fail the annual assessments

 “Changes not intended to alter materially the overall level of capital in the system.” –Fed 
Vice Chairman of Supervision Randal Quarles

 Changes will include:

 Eliminating the leverage ratio from the stress tests, which has tripped up banks in the past

 Modify (reduce) capital buffers

 Provide information ahead of time to the banks regarding doomsday scenarios

 Response to big-time entrance of private equity in lending space?



U.S. CRE Pricing Falters
 According to new report by Real Capital Analytics, U.S. commercial property 
prices decelerating

 Price growth as measured by annual gains has been slowing down for about 
three years

 YOY gains in 2014 and early 2015 were well over 10% each month for all 
assets – compared to recession when property prices during much of 2009 
contracted by over 20% compared with a year earlier

 Prices in U.S. major metros were growing on average 8.8% YOY at the 
beginning of 2018, but as of October, that growth was down to 3.1%

 Growth in non-major metros has slowed as well

 The exception to this trend is suburban office: this property type enjoyed 
annual price growth of 9.2% in October, and annual price growth has 
accelerated each month throughout 2018



Metro Atlanta Job Growth Solid in October
 Despite trade war concerns and rising interest rates, Atlanta added 16,500 jobs in October

 Unemployment rate grew to 3.4% from 3.1% the month before, most because the labor force 
grew – a sign that robust hiring has lured previously discouraged workers back into the job 
market

 Layoffs were low: 13% below last year’s levels

 Overall, Metro Atlanta has added 46,000 jobs so far this year – better than last year’s 
performance

 Hiring has hit a range of incomes: corporate jobs (higher paying), hospitality and healthcare 
(lower paying), and construction (fastest hiring sector, typically middle of the spectrum pay)

 Construction jobs up 9% from a year ago

 Risks to continued strong performance:

 Expanding trade war with China threatens Atlanta’s global companies, manufacturing, and huge 
logistics businesses

 Higher interest rates make it more expensive to buy a home or car or borrow money for a business

 Volatile Stock Exchange


